
Donald  Trump  or  Hillary
Clinton?
Need you ask? Really?

She  can’t  help  herself.
Lying is simply a part of
who she is.

I just watched a bunch of Hollywood celebs trashing Donald
Trump with outrageously false statements about him. These are
the same people who told us how great Barack Obama was and to
get out there and vote for him. Eight years later we have:

A  seriously  more  dangerous  world:  Because  of
Obama/Clinton policies Russia and China are expanding
their influence throughout the world without restraint,
ISIS, which Obama called a “junior varsity” operation,
is  now  in  over  30  countries,  and  radical  Islamist
terrorism has been unleashed around the globe.
A staggering national debt — Obama doubled it adding
more debt than all previous presidents combined. Every
man, woman, and child now owes over $60,000 as their
portion of our debt.
An economy headed for a major collapse: 1) We now have
48 million Americans on food stamps. 2) A record level
of Americans below the poverty level. 3) The lowest
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labor participation rate in decades. 4) The cost of
living is up while worker wages are down. 5) 70,000
factories  have  closed  since  President  Bill  Clinton
signed NAFTA into law.
Our southern border continues to be dangerously porous
and our immigration laws continue to be ignored.
Obamacare is a monumental disaster and if left in place
it will destroy our economy.
Law  and  order  is  collapsing.  Our  police  are  being
assassinated and more people are being murdered in our
inner cities than U.S. troop loses in the Middle East.
Our citizens are divided due to Obama/Clinton identity
politics in which they pit groups of Americans against
each other in order to get votes.

These actors are people who make their living by pretending to
be someone or something they are not. They don’t know the
first  thing  about  how  our  economy  works,  how  our
constitutional republic works, or for that matter, how the
world works. If I had them on a debate stage it would take me
about  five  minutes  to  expose  them  as  the  naive,  vacuous,
ignorant, intellectual midgets they are. But of course that
will never happen because they never allow themselves to be
questioned by anyone.

About 70% of Americans believe that our country is headed in
the wrong direction, and no wonder; by all honest and fair
standards  Obama’s  presidency  has  seriously  weakened  our
country  on  all  fronts  –  the  economy,  national  security,
governmental corruption, and much more. This is not hyperbole;
it  is  based  on  hard  facts.  So  why  would  anyone  want  to
continue the same destructive policies for another four years?
Yet this is exactly what we will get if Hillary Clinton is
elected. In fact, it will get worse. Not only does she want
open borders (she said it is her dream) but she also wants to
stack  the  Supreme  Court  with  justices  who  will  actively
promote liberal/socialist policies even more extensive than



the ones that are destroying our country right now.

Hillary Clinton’s campaign is orchestrated, contrived; it is
what the Clintons always do; it is their MO. This is why she
avoided honest, open press conferences for almost an entire
year. Her campaign is a tightly controlled production. The
result is that we rarely get to see who she really is. But
when we do it can be extraordinarily revealing. For example,
she trashed millions of Americans by calling them deplorable
and unredeemable. As though that was not enough she added
words like racists, xenophobes, and other undeserved malicious
labels. Does she really expect to heal the country and bring
us together this way? Of course that is a rhetorical question.
Her intention; her unerring passion and goal is to become the
first female president of the United States of America. It’s
not about us, we the people, it’s about her and it always has
been.  She  has  lied  to  us  for  her  entire  adult  life.  We
literally  cannot  trust  a  word  she  utters.  She  is  also
dangerously corrupt. In order to hide her emails from us she
used a private server, which was against the law, and when she
was caught she did everything in her power to delete them from
her server even after she was ordered to preserve them. Yet
they were not her emails in the first place; they were ours;
they belonged to us!

The  FBI  called  her  behavior  “extremely  careless”  and  has
confirmed that there is a 99% probability that her personal
server was hacked by at least 5 outside entities. This means
that our enemies most likely got hundreds of highly classified
U.S. secrets! They also confirmed that she lied repeatedly to
us and to Congress. In addition, she and her husband, Bill
Clinton,  are  still  under  criminal  investigation  for  their
Foundation  work.  But  as  though  that  is  not  enough  to
disqualify  her,  WikiLeaks  has  revealed  massive  corruption
within The Democratic Party, the media, and of course the
Clintons. This is unprecedented in US history. Never before
have we had such a dishonest and corrupt candidate for the



presidency!

Yes, we have two imperfect candidates, but one is far more
dangerous  than  the  other.  Hillary  Clinton  will  not  only
continue the disastrous policies of Barack Obama, she will
double down on them. To think otherwise is extraordinarily
naïve and perhaps ignorant.

I don’t know if Donald Trump can accomplish all that he says
he wants to do. But what he says he wants to do are things
that we must do if we are to survive as the greatest nation in
world  history.  Yes,  I’m  voting  for  Trump.  And  all  things
considered, it is an easy choice.

By MacPundit

President Obama Has Weakened
Our Military
The following article is the verbatim text of an email I
received. I have not been able to confirm the source. However,
because  I  agree  that  President  Obama  has  weakened  our
military, I am posting it without further inquiry. As always,
if a reader finds inaccuracies, please describe them in the
comment  section  and  I  will  make  any  and  all  appropriate
corrections.

The Emasculated Military
Warrior leaders of General Patton’s or General LeMay’s stature
are no longer wanted. The fundamental job of the military,
“kill bad people and break their things,” has become seriously
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hampered critically now by “rules of engagement” who’s guiding
logic is political, not successful, combat. If the US military
is ever defeated, it will be because it is running the best
Day Care centers in the world. We used to go to the Officers
Club or NCO Club Stag Bar on Friday evenings to have a drink,
smoke, and swap lies with our comrades.

Having a drink with friends is now frowned on. Smoking causes
cancer and could “harm you.” Bars are seen as ‘sexist.’ Our
personnel  have  quit  patronizing  their  clubs  because  what
happens in the club is now fodder for a performance report. In
fact, now we don’t have separate clubs for the ranks. Instead
we  have  something  called  “All  Ranks  Clubs”  or  “Community
Clubs.” They’re open to men and women of all ranks. But no one
is there.  I wonder why.

The latest brilliant thought out of Washington is that the
operators  (“pilots?”)  flying  remote  pilotless  aircraft  in
combat areas from their plush desk at duty stations in Nevada
or Arizona should draw the same combat pay as those real world
pilots actually on board a plane in a hostile environment
while being shot at. More politically correct logic? They say
that remote vehicle operators are subject to the same stress
levels  as  the  combat  pilot  actually  flying  in  combat.
REALLY…you’re  bull-shitting  me!!!???

Where are the people like the dynamic leaders of the past,
such as Robin Olds, Doolittle, Patton, Ike, Boyington, Nimitz,
etc.? They are identified and forced out, that’s where they
are.

This  administration  doesn’t  want  those  kinds  of  leaders
anymore. Division commanders don’t run Divisions and Corps
commanders don’t run Corps. They are managed by selected high
ranking admins with other esoteric goals in mind. Can you
imagine someone today looking for a LEADER to execute that
Doolittle Raid and suggesting that it be given to a daredevil
boozer — his only attributes: he had the respect of his men,



an awesome ability to fly, and the organizational skills to
put it all together . If someone told me there was a chance in
hell of selecting that man today to run that mission today, I
would tell them they were either a liar or dumber than hell.

We  have  lost  the  war  on  rugged  individualism  and  that,
unfortunately, is what fighting forces want to follow; not
because they have to but because they respect leaders of that
ilk. We’ve all run across that leader that made us proud to
follow him because you wanted to be like him and make a
difference.

We better wake the hell up! We’re asking our young men and
women to go to really crappy places; some with unbearable
climates, never have a drink, and adhere to ridiculous regs
that require you to tuck your shirt into your PT uniform on
the way to the porta-potty at night, in a blinding dust storm,
because it’s a uniform.

These current people we’re sending to combat are some of the
brightest I’ve met but they are looking for a little sanity,
which they will only find on the outside if we don’t get a
friggin’ clue. You can’t continue asking people to live for
months or years at a time acting like nuns and priests. Hell,
even they get to have a beer.

Who are we afraid of offending? The people that already hate
us enough to strap C-4 to their own bodies and walk into a
crowd of us? Think about it. I’m extremely proud of our young
men and women who continue to serve. I’m also very in tune
with what they are considering for the future and I’ve got
news for whoever sits in the White House, Congress, and our
so-called  top  military  leaders.  Much  talent  has  and  will
continue to hemorrhage from our services, because wanna-be
warriors are tired of fighting on two fronts – – one with our
enemies, another against the lack of sensible direction from
this administration. Take it or leave it, that’s just the way
it is, no ifs and’s or but’s.



Since Barack Obama has been in the White House, high ranking
military officers have been removed from their positions at a
rate that is absolutely unprecedented. Things have gotten so
bad that a number of us retired generals are now publicly
speaking out about the ‘purge’ of the U.S. military that they
believe is taking place.

Dozens  of  highly  decorated  military  leaders  have  been
dismissed from their positions over the past few years. So why
is this happening? What is going on right now is absolutely
crazy especially during a time of peace. There is a deliberate
attempt to reshape the military and remove those who don’t
adhere to the proper ‘viewpoints’. Officers that question or
won’t cooperate areidentified, and gotten out of the way.

Throughout World History, whatever comes next after a military
purge is never good. If this continues, what is the U.S.
Military going to look like in a few years? Perhaps you are
reading this and you think that ‘purge’ is too strong a word
for what is taking place. Well, just consider the following
quotes from some very highly decorated retired officers:

Retired Army Major General Patrick Brady: “There is no
doubt Obama is intent on emasculating the military and
will fire anyone who disagrees with him.”
Retired Army Lt. General William G. Jerry Boykin: “Over
the past three years, it is unprecedented for the number
of four-star generals to be relieved of duty, and not
relieved for cause.”
Retired Navy Captain Joseph John: “I believe there are
more than 137 officers who have been forced out or given
bad evaluation reports so they will never make Flag
(officer), because of their failure to comply to certain
views.”

A Pentagon official who asked to remain nameless because they
were not authorized to speak on the matter said “even young
officers, down through the ranks have been told not to talk



about Obama or the politics of the White House. They are
purging everyone and if you want to keep your job just keep
your mouth shut”. Now this trend appears to be accelerating.

The White House is intentionally weakening and gutting our
military, and reducing us as a superpower, and anyone in the
ranks  who  disagrees  or  speaks  out  is  being  purged.
Coincidence? Every dictatorial regime on the planet has done
this as soon as they gained power. I am doing my part by
sending this email, I hope you will do the same. And keep in
mind that Obama is now on his fourth Secretary of Defense.

You can see this in the civilian workforce as well. Anyone
that has the nerve to expose something happening that they
know is wrong gets removed from that specific project and
given only the most menial tasks with absolutely no authority
to make anything happen, or to stop anything from happening.
They will never get ahead.

For those who understand, no explanation is needed. For those
who do not understand, no explanation is possible.

Obama Was a No-show in Paris

President Obama was a no-show
in Paris and he disgraced us
all.
Incredibly, President Obama was a no-show in Paris during an
historical show of world unity. The streets of Paris were
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filled with what some said was the largest assembly of people
in  Paris  since  its  liberation  from  Nazi  Germany  in  1944.
Others suggested it was the largest mass of humanity in that
city’s history. Over forty world leaders joined more than two
million  protesters  to  express  their  defiance  against  the
continuing barbaric actions of Islamic terrorists.

There they were—Germany’s Prime Minister, the President of
France, the brave Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
the King and Queen of Jordan, England’s Prime Minister, the
President of Mali, the Palestinian President, and over thirty
more world leaders marching arm in arm proclaiming “Enough is
enough! Evil shall not triumph!”

It was truly remarkable—a unique moment in the history of
mankind. Yet it was even more remarkable because the leader of
the most powerful nation in the world—the de facto leader of
the free world—was a no-show. Yes, it’s true, our president,
Barack Obama was not there. Millions of Americans felt ashamed
by his absence.

The so-called mainstream media, some of the same people who
for six years had been Mr. Obama’s apologists, expressed their
distaste and sense of deep disappointment for his decision to
avoid the Paris event. A CNN headline read: “Where was Obama?”
The cover of the New York Daily News declared: “You let the
world down.” On camera, Jake Tapper opined: “I say this as an
American — not as a journalist, not as a representative of CNN
— but as an American: I was ashamed.”



Colonel  Allen  West’s  words  were  representative  of  the
condemnation  from  the  right.

“As I watched the world leaders gathered in Paris yesterday
there was a glaring absence. President Obama used Air Force
One to fly to Knoxville to announce free Community College
education. I guess that policy far outweighs an act of global
unity  against  Islamo-fascism,  jihadism,  and  terrorism.
Needless to say this evidences the priorities of B. Hussein
Obama. If Obama was too busy, then perhaps the Vice President
or Secretary of State could have attended the event, heck
Benjamin Netanyahu and Mahmoud Abbas made the trip.



The White House insisted that the President’s decision to not
attend the rally was based on security issues, yet Ed Henry of
Fox News reported that a high official at the Secret Service
told him that the Obama Administration had never called them
about the matter. Security? Who on this planet is a bigger
target  than  Benjamin  Netanyahu?  Yet  he  was  there,  Mr.
President.

As to other more plausible reasons, we can only speculate.
Among the most obvious is Barack Obama’s close association
with Islam in his youth and his apparent determination to not
offend the practitioners of that religion. To this day, he and
his administration refuse to identify Islamic terrorism as
Islamic terrorism. While virtually all other free nations of
the  world  call  it  what  it  is  and  the  Islamic  terrorists
themselves tell us who and what they are, our president will
not utter the words “Islamic terrorists.”

President Obama said, "I want the people of France to know
that the United States stands with you today, stands with you
tomorrow." Really? Would it not have been more accurate to say
that while the people of the United States stand with you, I
stand behind you … way behind you?

Romney  Predictions  Were
Right!
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By MacPundit

Obama’s were wrong.
It seems like everyone is taking another look at Mitt Romney.
His popularity is soaring even among many who voted for him
only because they were more certain that Obama was the wrong
guy than they were that Romney was the right guy.

So what is this all about? Well, it turns out that Mitt is
something of a prophet while Barack still doesn’t have a clue.
You see, some important Romney predictions and recommendations
that were roundly ridiculed by President Obama have since come
true—and the recommendations turned out to be very good ones.

Obama’s  liberal  supporters  laughed  at  any  and  all  Romney
predictions and the so-called mainstream media joined in by
derisively  mocking  Romney  every  chance  they  got.  In  case
you’re wondering, they are all stone-dead silent on Romney
these days.

Here are some of the Romney predictions and recommendations
and what has happened since then:

He said that the way Obamacare was designed it would have a
negative impact on millions of Americans. Do we really need a
detailed  account  of  how  destructive  it  has  been  so  far?
Millions have lost the healthcare plans they liked even though



President Obama promised that they would be able to keep them.

He predicted that if we pulled all of our troops out of Iraq
prematurely, the country would be taken over by terrorists.
President Obama dismissed this idea and after he had removed
every single one of our troops, he bragged that he had ended
the war in Iraq. Incredibly, Vice-President Joe Biden claimed
that the stability of Iraq would prove to be one of the Obama
Administration’s greatest accomplishments! As I write this,
the Islamist terrorist organization, ISIS, has taken over the
northern part of Syria and a third of Iraq and they have
established a Caliphate—a new Islamic state.

He recommended that our veterans be given vouchers so they
could  have  access  to  private  healthcare.  In  light  of  the
current VA scandal, his idea would most likely have saved some
lives.

And then there was the infamous moment in one of the debates
when Mr. Obama ridiculed Mitt Romney for saying that Russia
was  “our  number  one  geopolitical  foe.”  Obama  was  harshly
condescending toward Romney, speaking to Romney in a hurtful,
personal tone. Obama’s main point was that the Cold War was
long over and that anyone who would think that Russia was
still a geopolitical foe, is just about the dumbest, most
naive human alive. Of course as I write this, Russia has long
since annexed Crimea—simply taken it from Ukraine—and earlier
this week it has once again invaded Ukraine with thousands of
armed troops.

Many Americans now realize that when Mitt Romney lost the
election to Obama in 2012, America was the big loser. By all
rational standards, Mitt Romney would have made an outstanding
President and Commander-in-Chief.

I voted for Mitt Romney because I thought he was the right
choice in 2012. Unless something changes, I believe he is the
right choice for 2016.
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